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Simulation and development environment for
mobile 3D graphics architectures

W.-J. Lee, W.-C. Park, V.P. Srini and T.-D. Han

Abstract: This paper describes a simulation and development environment for designing mobile
three-dimensional (3D) graphics architectures. The proposed simulation and verification environ-
ment (SVE) uses glTrace’s ability to intercept and redirect an OpenGLjES streams. The SVE simu-
lates the behaviour of mobile 3D graphics pipeline during the playback of traces and produces the
second geometry trace that can be used as a test vector for the Verilog/hardware discription
language RT-level model. An architectural verification can be conducted by comparing the
frame-by-frame results. The functionality of the SVE is demonstrated by designing a mobile 3D
graphics architecture and implementing the verified architecture on field programmable gate
array (FPGA) boards. An application development environment (ADE) is also presented that
includes a mobile graphics application programming interface and a device driver interface. The
proposed SVE and the ADE could be efficiently used for developing and testing mobile appli-
cations, architectural analysis and hardware designs.
1 Introduction

Mobile devices such as hand-held phone, smart phone,
digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) terminal, PDA and
portable gaming console are used all over the world. They
contain a decent liquid crystal display (LCD) colour
display, which makes mobile devices a candidate rendering
platform. However, this type of rendering has mostly been
limited to very simple two-dimensional (2D) graphics, and
it is only recently three-dimensional (3D) graphics feature
are appearing. Increased interest in mobile graphics can be
seen in the activities of ongoing standards, such as
OpenGLjES (for embedded systems) [1], and M3G (Java
Specification Request 184) [2]. Applications that are likely
to use 3D graphics include screen savers, maps, animated
messages and games. Advanced application of visualisation
such as volume rendering image (or point)-based rendering,
and ray-tracing are expected to be demonstrated on the
graphics processing unit (GPU) of mobile devices. The
market has accepted mobile devices as multi-functional
devices that take the place of many traditional, portable, con-
sumer electronic devices, such as cameras and music players.
Mobile devices inherently exhibit two characteristics that

are drastically different from the conventional PC systems.
They have very small displays and computing resources
are limited for rendering mainly due to short battery life.
Recently, several low-power architectures for mobile 3D
graphics have been proposed. A hardware architecture [3]
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for mobile 3D has been proposed with optimisation tech-
niques such as multi-sampling, texture filtering and simple
culling. Mitsubishi researchers have published a paper
about an large-scale integration (LSI) core, called Z3D [4].
Many GPUs for mobile devices are being released by hard-
ware manufacturers. Some examples are nVidia’s GoForce
3D series [5], AMD/ATI’s Imageon 3D series [6], ARM/
Falanx’s Mali family [7], Imagination Technology’s
PowerVR MBX and SGX [8], Mitsubishi’s Z3D series and
Toshiba’s T4G/T5G.
Designing mobile 3D hardware requires an efficient

simulation environment for analysing algorithms and
testing architectures before deigning the cycle-accurate
hardware discription language (VHDL)/Verilog models.
The traditional approach is time-consuming. A simulator
that can readily emulate the new algorithm will greatly
save time and effort. This will free-up time to investigate
the algorithm further and allow new technologies and
ideas to be integrated.
However, the simulation of graphics architecture presents

some unique challenges compared to general purpose com-
puter system, as discussed by Sheaffer [9]. During the time
it takes to build a complex simulation infrastructure, the
simulated architecture can easily become obsolete owing
to the rapid advances in GPU architectures and application
programming interface (API) specifications. Most GPU
simulators today can be broadly classified as cycle-accurate
circuit-level simulations, which are extremely costly to run
and available only to vendors because of the enormous man-
power they require to produce, and functional emulators,
which model the user-level interface (for example, a
shading assembly language or API) without any underlying
architectural structure. Furthermore, the architectures of
GPUs are rapidly moving towards the general purpose by
supporting programmability. These features are migrated
to the mobile 3D hardware and affect standard mobile
graphics APIs such as OpenGLjES. Consequently, a flexible
simulation and verification environment to support various
architectural studies is also indispensable for designing
the mobile 3D hardware.
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We present a simulation and verification environment
(SVE) for designing mobile 3D graphics hardware. The
SVE consists of three components: benchmark applications,
a publicly available tracing tool (glTrace [10]) and a func-
tional simulator (we call this simDavid) that models
generic OpenGLjES pipeline. The simDavid simulator
uses glTrace to trace OpenGLjES commands, models the
behaviour of mobile 3D graphics pipeline during playback
of OpenGLjES call traces, and then generates other geome-
try traces. The resulting traces can be fed into a Verilog/
HDL RT-level design, called emDavid [11]. The simDavid
simulator also simulates a rendered scene frame-by-frame.
This can be used for the verification of the architecture by
comparing the results of RT-level model. We demonstrate
the SVE by designing mobile 3D graphics architecture.
The implementation of the verified architecture on an
FPGA board is also provided. For this, we also present an
application development environment (ADE) that includes
a mobile graphics API compatible with OpenGLjES
version. 1.1 and a device driver interface (DDI).
The proposed SVE and ADE could be efficiently used for

developing and testing mobile applications, architectural
analysis and hardware design.
The rest of this paper is organised in to five sections.

Section 2 reviews related works in this area. Section 3
describes the SVE. Section 4 explains our implementation
of related API and device driver. Section 5 introduces an
example used in SVE. Section 6 demonstrates our software
environment on FPGA boards. Section 7 concludes the
paper and discusses future work.

2 Related work

We review related simulator works for graphics architec-
tures in this section. Ewins et al. [12] presented a
hardware/software co-design framework for graphics hard-
ware accelerators. In this framework, a number of software
tools were developed in the Cþþ language to work either
stand-alone or alongside hardware models written in a
high level VHDL to aid in algorithm research and hardware
design. Lee et al. [13] developed a testing environment for
general graphics architectures. They supported OpenGL
applications and used a hardware description macro to
support hardware modelling and architecture modification.
Sheaffer et al. [9] developed a configurable micro-
architectural simulator for GPUs. Their simulator could
evaluate time-dependent behaviours of various functional
units. They demonstrated the use of the simulator on a
simple hypothetical architecture to analyse performance
bottlenecks and to explore new GPU micro-architectures.
Crisu et al. [14] presented a hardware/software
co-simulation framework for embedded systems. Using
SystemC-based register transfer level (RTL) designs of
graphics pipeline, their framework supports tools to assist
in the visual debugging of graphics algorithms implemented
in hardware, and to estimate the performance in terms of
throughput, power consumption and area.
Most of the previous work has focused on the general

graphics hardware. Although graphics accelerator
(GRAAL) [14] presents a simulation environment for
embedded graphics accelerator, their framework is based
on the traditional OpenGL pipeline. We focus on the
mobile graphics pipeline by following the standard mobile
graphics API – OpenGLjES 1.x (fixed function pipeline)
and developing mobile applications for test benchmarks.
We believe that our software environment can support in
a more realistic way the needs of mobile graphics architec-
ture and their implementations.
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3 Simulation and verification environment

The overall data flow of the SVE is shown in Fig. 1. The
simulator is driven using a trace of OpenGLjES graphics
commands instrumented with additional information that
describes the behaviour of those commands and the contents
of memory. This trace is fed into our functional simulation
model, called simDavid, that simulates the flow of data and
computation through each stage in the decoupled architec-
ture of OpenGLjES pipeline. From the functional simu-
lation model we can count the number of operations and
estimate the computational load in each unit that we
model. During execution, we generate the geometry traces
that are attributed for each vertex and feed that into the
Verilog/HDL simulator for the cycle time simulation of ras-
terizer operations. Finally, simDavid outputs the rendered
images that are used for the verification of a given architec-
ture by comparing with the results from the Verilog/HDL
model. After finishing the verification, the RT-level
design can be targeted on an FPGA. In this section, we
describe our SVE.

3.1 Capturing the traces of OpenGLjES
commands

The SVE is driven by a trace of graphics commands. This is
similar to the OpenGL tracing approach described by
Sheaffer [9]. We use glTrace [10] to capture the original
OpenGL commands trace. The glTrace is a tool that manip-
ulates streams of traditional OpenGL commands and gener-
ates traces and occurrence statistics. The use of glTrace
simplifies the task of capturing the behaviour of real-world
applications, since the glTrace can be applied non-
invasively to applications for which source code is not
available and can store an application’s OpenGL stream
to disk for playback and reproducible analysis later.
Besides, the glTrace is itself a DLL file to replace the stan-
dard OpenGL library (opengl32.dll). As the application
makes calls to the OpenGL API, the glTrace leaves the
called function log with its parameter lists and then re-call
the actual original OpenGL library for execution. Thus,
we can use any OpenGL application as a benchmark
without any requirement on the availability of source code.
We modified the glTrace so that OpenGLjES call is

supported. As a result, this modified glTrace can replace a
commercial OpenGLjES library implementation (lib-
gles_cm.dll). We used Hybrid Graphics’ OpenGLjES
implementation [15] that supports Pocket PC, Nokia
Series, BREW and Windows: x86 compatible PC. The
OpenGLjES applications can be executed with this com-
mercial library on the desktop PC. Therefore, modified
glTrace can successfully capture the commands during the
OpenGLjES application’s execution.
The traces from glTrace cannot be applied directly,

because there cannot be an immediate value but address
to point the position in graphic memory among the function
parameter lists, such as texture id and map. For making
complete reproducible traces, we also modified the
glTrace to dump whole contents in memory. For example,
textures are separately stored as the images for each levels
in mipmap whenever the functions of glTeximage*D
are invocated.

3.2 Functional simulator description

After gathering OpenGL command traces and memory
dumps, the behavioural level simulation of OpenGLjES
pipeline is performed in the functional level simulator,
IET Comput. Digit. Tech., Vol. 1, No. 5, September 2007



Fig. 1 Simulation and verification environment (SVE) for designing a mobile 3D graphic architecture
called simDavid. The simDavid simulator is designed only
for quick verification of operational validity. The cycle
accurate simulation is done in the Verilog/HDL simulator.
The internal block diagram of simDavid is shown in Fig. 2.
The simDavid simulator consists of parser/loader, T&L
engine, rasteriser, texturing unit, raster operator and
graphics memory. The cache system for texture and pixel
operation is not modelled because we use the trace-driven
cache simulator, called DINERO IV [16]. Overall logic is
a single fixed-pipeline and each stage is executed sequen-
tially without any timing information. Simulation proceeds
in the following way:

† Parsing and loading: Initially, the OpenGLjES command
traces are parsed line-by-line and classified into function
names and parameter lists. The geometry information
(vertex coordinates, texture coordinates and normal) in
vertex array is fed into the Pre-T&L buffer. Any uniform
and state values such as matrices, lighting, viewport and
texture parameters are stored in state registers. The
texture is loaded to the texture memory.
† Geometry processing: Whenever the Pre-T&L buffer is
full or any global states for primitives are changed, the
simDavid starts the geometry pipeline: transformation,
lighting, clip test, texture coordinate generation and projec-
tion. In each stage, needed states values (e.g. matrices, light-
ing parameters) are fetched from state registers. Computed

Fig. 2 Detailed block diagram of simDavid and its traces
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geometry values are stored to the Post-T&L buffer and
traced primitive-by-primitive.
† Rasterisation: After geometry processing, each vertex is
indexed with regard to the current OpenGLjES primitive in
‘primitive assembly’. Next, the general rasterisation proces-
sing (triangle setup and edge work, and span processing) is
performed.
† Texture mapping and raster operation (ROP): After ras-
terisation, per-fragment operations are performed. This
includes texture mapping, fogging, alpha test, depth and
stencil test, alpha blending and frame buffer operation in a
fully pipelined manner. Texture memory and framebuffer
accesses are recorded and traced for performance evaluation
in the cache system. Finally, the rendered frame images are
generated whenever the eglSwapbuffer function
(double-buffering command) is called.

In summary, simDavid simulates a fixed-function GPU.
Every functional unit either advances in its computation,
possibly producing an output for the next stage and incur-
ring the cost of that computation’s operations, or stalls as
it waits on a buffer. By analysing the activities of the
various stages, we can study the performance and bottle-
necks of the system. The simulation advances relatively
quickly by architectural simulation standards. A simulated
frame for a medium-complex OpenGLjES application
requires approximately 3-1.5 s (except image generation)
on a PC with an AMD Athlon 64 FX-60 dual core
2.61 GHz processor and 2 Gb of RAM. This performance
enables rapid exploration of design parameters.

3.3 Verifying the RTL model

The result provided by simDavid is used in the architectural
verification of emDavid [11]. The emDavid is a rasteriser
designed for mobile 3D graphics that support VGA
(640 � 480) or SVGA (800 � 600) screen size, 32-bit
colour, 16-bit depth buffer, Gouraud shading, texture
mapping and raster operation. The performance specifica-
tion calls for 24–30 frames/s with a maximum of 4 M
triangles per second, while running at 100 MHz.
The emDavid rasteriser at the RTL is represented using

fully synthesisable Verilog/HDL, as shown in Fig. 3. The
simDavid simulator provides the geometry traces as test
vectors for the emDavid and shows the correct values for
comparison with the emDavid simulation results. The test
vectors are translated by the Verilog programming language
interface (PLI) routine for the Verilog/HDL model. The
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Verilog/HDL simulator uses the test vectors, executes the
simulation and produces a pixel data dump. To find error
bounds, this pixel dump is compared with the results of
the simDavid. Using the verification scheme shown in
Fig. 3, we can conduct architectural studies involving
visual simulation and use of a few fixed-point formats for
computation in data paths.

4 Application development environment

To demonstrate the functionality of the SVE, we show the
implementation of the verified emDavid on an FPGA
board. For this, we also present an ADE that includes a
mobile graphics API compatible with OpenGLjES
version. 1.1 and a DDI. A well-defined graphics API opti-
mised for mobile devices is needed to visualise and acceler-
ate the graphics application on mobile 3D hardware. The
OpenGLjES is a low-level, lightweight API for advanced
embedded graphics using well-defined subset profiles of
OpenGL. It provides a low-level API between software
applications and hardware or software graphics engines.
This standard 3D graphics API for embedded systems

makes it possible to offer many advanced 3D graphics and
games across all major mobile and embedded platforms.
Since OpenGL ES is based on OpenGL, no new technol-
ogies are needed. This ensures synergy with, and a
migration path to, full OpenGL-the most widely adopted
cross-platform graphics API. Currently, most of the
mobile 3D hardware vendors try to support the full specifi-
cation of OpenGLjES.
To support the compatibility of running mobile appli-

cations, an OpenGLjES version. 1.1 compatible mobile
graphics library, is implemented by modifying and repack-
ing the Mesa 3D graphics library [17]. The reasons for
selecting the Mesa as an OpenGLjES implementation
library are given below:

† Compatibility: Mesa is a clone software library to
support full OpenGL specification. Thus, we can keep com-
patibility without any major modification for the
OpenGLjES specification.
† Portability: Mesa is developed using standard C
language. Thus, we can port the library to most platforms
and operating systems.

Fig. 3 Verification using cycle accurate RT-level Verilog/HDL
simulator
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† Extensibility: We can cut out the unnecessary functions
of OpenGL specification in Mesa, but leave the method-
ology to extend the specification for forward compatibility.
For example support for multi-texture, vertex buffer object
and user-defined clipping could be provided.
† Availability: Mesa is a result of open source project.
Thus, we can access the source code freely with the GNU
license, and quickly develop the library.

Although the Mesa has a few advantages, it has some
limitations for use as a mobile graphics library. Data struc-
tures (e.g. contexts, states) that are defined in Mesa are too
big and complex. The size of compiled footprint is about
800 kb. We simplified the overall structure and optimised
the functionalities to support embedded systems. ADE is
shown in Fig. 4. It fills the gap between mobile application
and hardware blocks on the application platform of mobile
devices.
DDI drives the mobile graphics hardware by controlling

the register set. Both device driver and graphics hardware
controller are monitoring register sets. They are synchronised
using handshaking protocol. After geometry processing in
ARM, the set of transformed vertices, ready to be rasterized,
are stored to 4 kb vertex buffer (VB). The VB contains the
H/W setting information, vertex coordinates, texture coordi-
nates, colour, depth and others. After VB is generated, DDI
sets control registers that result in copying VB in system
memory to graphic memory. Graphics H/W reads current
VB line-by-line, and starts rendering triangle-by-triangle. If
all VBs corresponding to current frame are rendered, DDI
sets registers for pixel cache flush and frame rendering.
Then, DDI sets the control registers to let graphics H/W
clear and initialise current results and buffer for next frame.

5 Simulation and verification results

We describe the applicability of the SVE using two
OpenGL applications. The two OpenGL application are
simplified using only the OpenGLjES functionalities in
order to apply to the mobile environment and they are
described below:

† Environment mapped teapot (EMT): Environment (or
reflection) mapping is an efficient method of simulating a
complex mirroring surface by means of a precomputed
texture image. The texture is used to store the image of
the environment surrounding the rendered object. We use
the rotating teapot demo program from the nVidia’s devel-
oper site [18] and it is shown in Fig. 5a.
† Terra3D (T3D): This is an OpenGL demo application
simulating a flight [19]. This application is similar to the
typical 3D games to drive a fighter plane over the terrain.

Fig. 4 ADE that includes API and DDI on an FPGA
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The image quality is relatively high due to the use of
shadow and fog effects as shown in Fig. 5b.

We focused on saving memory bandwidth since an external
memory access typically is one of the most energy-
consuming operations and mobile devices need to use as
little power as possible. We felt that caching can be a
clever strategy since already fetched texels or pixels that
are frequently needed later can be accessed at a reduced
cost [20]. To design an efficient cache, we should find the
optimal cache attributes (e.g. cache size, line size) by ana-
lysing the memory access patterns and the localities. As
described in section 3.1, our functional simulator can gener-
ate the memory access traces during rendering of test

Fig. 5 Two benchmark applications for demonstrating simu-
lation and verification

a EMT
b T3D
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applications, and these can be later fed into the separate
cache simulator, DINERO IV[16], for evaluation. All
caches are configured as direct mapped, the cache size is
varied from 2 kb to 64 kb, and the line size is varied from
4 bytes to 64 bytes.
Fig. 6 shows the miss rates of the texture cache with the

different cache and line sizes during rendering of 30 frames
for the EMT and the T3D. Overall, the cache miss is quite
low (,5%), because the binary or the trilinear interpolation
of the texture mapping contains high temporal and spatial
localities. Obviously, the miss rates are reduced when the
cache size is increased. The miss rates are sharply
reduced when the line size is more than 8 bytes at the cor-
responding cache. Note that the bigger line size can
reduce the miss rates, however, also increase the miss
penalty (when cache miss is occurred, the more texels
should be fetched from the memory). We estimated the
proper sizes of the cache and the line to be 16 or 32 kb
and 32 bytes, respectively.
Fig. 7 shows the miss rates of the pixel cache during ren-

dering of 30 frames for the T3D under the same conditions
as the texture cache simulation. Since the pixel cache con-
sists of colour cache and depth cache in most of the
modern GPUs, separate simulation runs are performed for
each cache. The graph in Fig. 7 shows that the pixel
cache size cannot be a factor to affect miss rates. The
miss rates are sharply reduced when the line size is
increased. This is because the pixel operations (depth test,
alpha blending and colour write) have only the spatial
Fig. 6 Comparison of the texture cache miss rate by varying the cache and the line size

a EMT
b T3D

Fig. 7 Comparison of the pixel (colour/depth) cache miss rate with varying the cache and the line size (T3D)
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locality accessing the neighbour pixels during the rasterisa-
tion of a triangle. We believe that a cache size of 2–8 kb
and a line size of 16 or 32 bytes are good for designing
the pixel cache at a reasonable cost.
As described in section 3, the simDavid outputs the ren-

dered images that are used for the verification of a given
architecture by comparing with the results from the
Verilog/HDL design. Both images of Fig. 5 are the results
from simDavid simulator. We confirm that the architecture
is valid because these images are the same as those generated
using commercial OpenGLjES and the Verilog/HDL design.

6 Implementation and demonstration on
FPGA boards

The implementation of emDavid using ASIC and FPGA tech-
nology and its demonstration on two target FPGA boards
using the ADE are described in this section. To achieve the
performance and low power goals of mobile devices the
emDavid design uses the following design choices:

† Bandwidth reduction: Using the results of section 5, the
texture cache (16 kb, 32B-block) and the pixel cache (8 kb,
16B-block) are optimally sized. With these caches, the
emDavid can decrease about 90% of framebuffer memory
bandwidth and 95% texture memory bandwidth. Besides,
two depth test stages, instead of one depth test stage in con-
ventional rasterization unit, are used [21]. This eliminates
memory bandwidth waste owing to fetching of unnecessary
obscured texture data (average 40%) by executing the first
depth test before texture mapping.
506
† Area optimisation: The resources available for special
purpose activities such as 3D graphics in mobile devices
are limited. The emDavid design uses fixed-point data
path wherever it is required to reduce area. The use of itera-
tive pipeline architecture can reduce 75% of multiplier and
adder. An area optimised divider [22] can reduce 69% of the
gate count with only 0.0002% calculation error when com-
pared to a conventional divider.

The emDavid RTL design has been synthesised for
implementation using Samsung’s 0.13 mm CMOS ASIC
technology. The estimated gate count is 546 K logic gates
and power consumption is estimated at 29.2 mW when
operating at a clock frequency of 100 MHz. The ASIC
implementation details are described in Table 1.

Table 1: The implementation details and performance
specification of emDavid

Maximum display

resolution

SVGA (800 � 600)

Datapath 32-bit fixed-point (32-bit RGBA

colour, 16-bit depth)

Texture interpolation Bi-/Trilinear

API support OpenGLjES 1.1

Gate count 546 K @ SAMSUNG 0.13 mm

Power consumption 29.2 mW

Pixel fill rates 100 M pixels/s @100 MHz

Triangle rates 4 M triangles/s @100 MHz
Fig. 8 Screenshots of real-time rendering on FPGA-I board

a Flat Shading
b Ground Shading
c Texture mapping
d Environment mapping
IET Comput. Digit. Tech., Vol. 1, No. 5, September 2007



The mapping of emDavid RTL design to FPGAs has been
carried out using Xilinx’s FPGA tools. Two FPGA boards,
FPGA-I and FPGA-II, have been used. The FPGA-I board
is a dedicated board for designing DMB terminal and consists
of an ARM 10 processor, two FPGA chips (Xilinx Virtex-2)
and peripheral blocks. Its display supports screen resolutions
of 640 � 480 or 800 � 600 and pSOS [23] is used as the oper-
ating system. The FPGA-II board is a general SoC design plat-
form board. It contains anARM9 processor, a XilinxVirtex-2
FPGA chip and peripheral blocks. TFT-LCD supports
256 � 256 resolution and embedded Linux [24] is used as
the operating system. The mobile graphics API, DDI and
emDavid of Fig. 3 are ported to both target boards.
We developed a simple OpenGLjES application that

shows a rotating cube. The rotating cube is animated in
order by flat-shaded, Gouraud-shaded, texture-mapped and
environment-mapped approaches. The EMT and the T3D
are also used for testing. We show in Figs. 8 and 9, the
screenshots of real-time rendering of test applications on
FPGA-I and FPGA-II, respectively. On an average, we
obtain a rendering performance of 5–10 frames/s at
stable clock speed (10 or 25 MHz) on the FPGA boards.
On the application specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
implementation we estimate the performance to be
25–30 frames/s at a clock speed of 100 MHz.

7 Conclusion and future work

A simple and flexible simulation and verification environ-
ment for developing mobile 3D graphics hardware has
been described in this paper. Using a publicly available
tool such as glTrace the simDavid simulator traces
OpenGLjES commands. The behaviour of graphics hard-
ware is simulated by simDavid during the playback of
OpenGL call traces. SimDavid also generates other
traces such as memory access and geometry information.
The resulting traces are fed into the VHDL/Verilog
RT-level design for performance evaluation. Finally,
simDavid can provide a rendered scene frame-by-frame
that can be used for the verification of RT-level designs.
For visualisation on mobile devices we also implemented
a mobile graphics API compatible with OpenGLjES
version 1.1 by repacking the Mesa 3D graphics library
and a DDI for the graphics renderer, emDavid
implemented on FPGA boards. The proposed ADE com-
prising a simulator, an API and a device driver could be
used for other applications, architecture analysis and hard-
ware design. We are developing extension to the ADE
that supports a cycle-accurate simulator that can model
programmable GPUs for shader architectures.

Fig. 9 Screenshots of real-time rendering on FPGA-II board

a EMT
b T3D
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